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INTERPOLATION WITH MEROMORPHIC MATRIX FUNCTIONS

JOSEPH A. BALL AND KEVIN F. CLANCEY

(Communicated by Albert Baernstein II)

Abstract. A complete solution is given to a first-order pole-zero meromorphic

matrix function interpolation problem on a closed Riemann surface. The solu-

tion to the interpolation problem is constructed from the solution to a natural

linear homogeneous system.

Introduction

In this paper a solution is given to the following first-order pole-zero matrix

function interpolation problem on a closed Riemann surface M of genus g.

Interpolation Problem. Given the data

21 :    zx, ... , zN;wx, ... ,wN:xx, ... ,xN;yx, ... ,yN

consisting of 2N distinct points zx, ... , z^',wx, ... , w^ on M, nonzero r-

dimensional row vectors xx,... ,Xn , and nonzero r-dimensional column vec-

tors y,,..., y_N, find necessary and sufficient conditions for there to exist a

meromorphic (r x r)-matrix function G = G(z) on M that satisfies:

( 1 ) The only possible poles of any entry of G are simple poles at wx, ... , wN,

and the zero pole divisor of the determinant satisfies (DetG) = z» + • • • + z# -

Wi-wN.

(2) The left kernel Ker/ G(zj) is the span Sp(x>) ofx¡,   j = 1, ... , N.
(3) The meromorphic matrix function G~x is holomorphic at Wj, and the

right kernel Ker(G~x(Wj)) = Sp(y.),   j =1,   .. ,N.

In the case of genus zero the scalar version (r = 1) of this problem is trivial,

and assuming the data points Zj, w}■, j = 1, ... , N, are not equal to the point

at infinity, the matrix problem has a solution if and only if the N x N matrix

(1) S =
x'lj
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is invertible. This effective solution of the matrix interpolation problem in the

case of genus zero is in [4]. For an extensive treatment of matrix function inter-

polation problems and their applications on the sphere (see [2]). The solution to

the scalar version of the interpolation problem is given by the classical theorem

of Abel (see, e.g., [3]). For example, when M has genus 1, say M = C/(Z+tZ) ,

Im T > 0, then the scalar version of the interpolation problem has a solution

if and only if ^ z}■ = Y, Wj mod(Z + tZ).
Let D0 = px-\-\-pg be a nonspecial effective divisor of degree g on M con-

sisting of distinct points disjoint from the data points zx, ... , zN;wx, ... , w^

and p0 a fixed point in M disjoint from the data points and the support of

D0 . Note that the generic effective divisor of degree g is nonspecial, and in

the case of genus 1 any choice D0 = px is permitted. (See, for example, [3,

p. 91].) Let fWj be a nonzero meromorphic function on M with pole-zero

divisor satisfying (fWj) > p0 - Wj - D0 . Analogous to the matrix S in (1), we

introduce

(2) S=[xiy_.fW](zi)]NxN.

The functions fWj can be considered as automorphic functions on the universal

cover p : M —> M (M is taken as the sphere, plane, or unit disc when g = 0,

g = 1, or g > 1, respectively), and we let r,; be the residues of fWj at fixed

points representing p¡ in M, i = 1, ... , g ; j = 1, ... , N. We let X be the
(Nx r)-matrix with z'th row x,, i = 1, ... , N, Y beXhe (r x N)-maXrix with

jxh column y., j = I, ... , N and, for i = 1 g,    Y¡ be the (r x N)-

matrix with jxh column r¡jy_., j = 1, ... , N. The solution to the interpolation

problem is contained in the following.

Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the interpolation problem with

data 2 to have a solution are that the ((N + rg) x (N + r))-matrix

S   x-

(3) T =
0

0

have nullity r and the ((N + rg) x N)-matrix

S

(4)

7 = 1have rank N. Moreover, if these condition are satisfied and

form a basis for the nullspace ofT, then

(5) G = C+YDiag(fWi,...,fw„)B,

where B = [bx, ... , br] and C = [cx, ... , cr] is the unique solution of the

interpolation problem having value C at p0 ■

In the case of genus 1, when M = C/(Z + tZ) , we can choose

(6) fw(u) = Ç(u-w)-C(u-px)- [Ç(p0 -w)- C(Po -Pi)],
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where Ç = C(") is the Weierstrass (-function relative to the lattice Z + tZ .

Thus on an elliptic curve we have the following.

Corollary 1. Suppose the data 2 is prescribed on the elliptic curve M =

C/(Z + tZ) and fWj, j = 1, ... , N, are given by (6). In order that the in-
terpolation problem with data 2 have a solution it is necessary and sufficient

that nullity(F) = r and rank(^i) = N,  where T and Sx are the matrices

T
S
Y

X
0 sx =

In case g > 1, using Abel-Jacobi theory and theta functions it is possible

to explicitly describe (after marking M) the functions fw   and compute their
residues r, ¡, j = 1 N,i=l, g. Thus the result in Theorem 1 is both

a constructive and computable solution to the interpolation problem. The proof

of this theorem given below is elementary. There are interesting connections

between the result in this theorem and certain complex vector bundles over M.

These connections are discussed in the last section.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let us first show the sufficiency of the stated conditions.

Suppose    *>,    j = 1, ... ,r, is a basis for the nullspace of the matrix T

appearing in equation (3), and let G be given as in equation (5). Since YB = 0,

the only possible poles of the entries of G are at the points wx, ... , w^. The

fact that is in the kernel of the matrix T implies that Ker¡ G(zj) contains

Sp(x,), j=l,...,N. Thus every z¡ , j =1,
local coordinates z = z(p) with z(wj) = 0 near w¡,

N, is a zero of Det G. In

(7)
y .v

G(z) = =1— + [analytic],
z

where v is an /--dimensional row vector, j = 1, ... , N. IX follows that Det G

has at most simple poles ax wx, ... , wn . Since the degree of Det G is zero, we

conclude that the divisor of Det G is (Det G) = zx H-h z# - wx-wn ■

In particular, G satisfies condition ( 1 ) of the interpolation problem. Moreover,
the vector v appearing in (7) must be nonzero, and G satisfies condition (3) of

the interpolation problem. Finally, since each Zj, j = 1, ... , N, is a simple

zero of Det G, condition (2) of the interpolation problem holds. This concludes
the proof of the sufficiency.

In order to see the necessity of the stated conditions, observe that any solu-

tion of the interpolation problem necessarily has the form (5). This is again a

consequence of the fact that near w}, j = I, ... , N, any solution G of the

interpolation problem has the local form (7) with v nonzero. Thus G can be

expressed in the form (5), where the residue conditions at p}■■, j = 1, ... , g,

force YB = 0 and condition (2) for interpolation forces

C
= 0.

Since C = G(Po) is invertible, it follows that the kernel of T is at least of

dimension r. If the matrix Sg does not have rank A^, then there is a second

matrix B such that
B
C

= 0,
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and using the sufficiency of the stated conditions the meromorphic matrix func-

tion

G = C+YDiag(fWl,...,fWN)Ê

would be a second solution to the interpolation problem with G(p0) = C. This

contradicts the obvious uniqueness. Thus Sg must have rank N, and the kernel

of T is of dimension r. The proof of the theorem is complete.

Examples

We give some applications of Theorem 1 in the case of genus 1.

Example 1. Consider on M = C/(Z + xZ) two-dimensional data

2:    zx, z2;wx,w2:xx,x2;yx,y2.

The interpolation problem with data 2 has a solution if and only if zx + z2 =

wx + w2 mod(Z + tZ) , Xi = cx2 , y = dy2, for some nonzero c, d, and

x,y, ¿ 0.

Example 2. Suppose g = 1, N < r, and xx, ... ,Xn (or y ,..., y ) are

linearly independent. Then the interpolation problem with data 2 does not

have a solution.

Example 3. Again suppose M = C/(Z + tZ) . Suppose the data is scalar.

Abel's Theorem says there is a solution of the interpolation problem with zeros

zx, ... , Zff and poles wx, ... , Wn if and only if 5Z z¡ - £ wi rnod(Z + tZ) .
Theorem 1 establishes that a solution to this scalar interpolation problem exists

if and only if the ((N + 1) x (N + l))-matrix

T =

fwx(zi)     ■■■     fwN(Z\)     !

fwx(zN)     ■■■      fWN(zN)      1

1 ••• 10

has a one-dimensional nullspace and the first N columns of T are linearly

independent. Moreover, given a solution    *    of Tx = 0 the function

N

f=C + J2°jfu>j
7 = 1

has divisor (f) = zx +-\- zN - wx - ■■■ - wN. A similar matrix version of

Abel's Theorem can be formulated for any genus.

We note that the conditions in Theorem 1 that the nullity of T is r and Sg

has rank N are equivalent to the condition that the null space of T has the

form

{[?]—'}

for some (N x r)-matrix R. Thus the solutions of the interpolation problem

have the form

G = C + YDiag(fWi,...,fWN)RC,
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where C varies over GL(r, C). Since the degree of Det G is zero for any

solution of the interpolation problem, we must conclude the rows of the matrix

R appearing above are all nonzero.

CONNECTIONS WITH COMPLEX VECTOR BUNDLES

It is natural to associate with the data 2 a Weil divisor 6g and correspond-

ing rank r complex vector bundle Eg over M. The Weil divisor 8g at p in

M is the germ of the regular meromorphic (r x r)-matrix function L~x, where

L denotes a local solution to the interpolation problem at p. The concept of

Weil divisor used here is consistent with the definition in [5]. The (linear equiv-

alence class of the) divisor Og corresponds to (a holomorphic equivalence class

of ) a vector bundle Eg over M. If {La}aeA is a family of local solutions

of the interpolation problem relative to an open cover {Va}aeA of M, then

(¡>aß = L~xLß on Va n Vß define coordinate transformations for the vector

bundle Eg.
It is easily seen that a solution to the interpolation problem exists if and only

if the associated vector bundle Eg is trivial. Further, a proof of Theorem 1

can be based on this fact and the result in Lemma 1 given below.

The description of the holomorphic sections of Eg is the following.

Lemma 1. Holomorphic sections of Eg are in one-to-one correspondence with

r-dimensional meromorphic vector functions on M having the form

N

(8) h = ç + Y,bjZjfwj,
7=1

where the (N + r)-dimensional column vector  MM   is in the nullspace of the

matrix T given in (3).

Proof. Let {La}a€A denote a family of local solutions to the interpolation prob-

lem relative to some open cover {Vn}a€A of M and <baß = L~xLß coordinate

transformations for the bundle Eg . There is a natural isomorphism between

holomorphic sections {ta}a(iA of Eg, and global r-dimensional vector mero-

morphic functions h on M satisfying t^ = L~xh is holomorphic on Va,

a e A. The fact that the right-kernel of L~x(wj) = Sp(y.), j = 1, ... , N,

allows one easily to conclude that any such h has the form (8). In local coor-

dinates z near z, with z(z¡) = 0, the local interpolating matrix function La

has the form

L~x(z) = =-^ + {holomorphic},

where « is a nonzero column vector. Thus the requirement of analyticity of

L~xh at z,, / = 1, ... , N, forces the vector * to be in the kernel of

the (N x (N + r))-maXrix [S X]. Residue considerations at px, ... , pg imply

Yik = 0, i = 1, ... , g. Conversely, if h has the form (8) with * in the

kernel of T, then t^ = L~xh, a e A, defines a holomorphic section of Eg.

One nice consequnce of the above lemma is the formula

Dimr(£<^) = DimKer(T)
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which gives the dimension of the space Y (Eg) of holomorphic sections of Eg

in terms of the nullity of the matrix T.
It should be noted that very little except the convenient formalism of vector

bundles is being used here. On the other hand, in genus 1 using the classical
works of Weil [5] and Atiyah [1], the authors have made connections between

interpolation data such as 2 and the "building block" bundles Fr of Atiyah

[1]. These connections will be described elsewhere.
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